WINTER 2018

THOUGHTS FROM
THE CHAIR…

WELCOME

The Mast and Tower Safety Group is an industry forum for owners and
operators of masts and towers in the UK used for broadcast and
telecommunications. The group’s main purpose is to provide Health
and Safety /RF guidance to the industry.
This newsletter provides an update on recently published guidance,
current issues, and what’s on the horizon.

LOOKING TOWARDS OUR
THIRD ANNUAL CONFERENCE
We are pleased to announce that the next
MATS annual conference will be held on
Wednesday the 24th April 2019 and will be
sponsored by Virtua Infrastructure Limited.
A profile of Virtua can be found on page 4.
We took on board feedback from last years
event and have gone with the Ricoh Arena
in Coventry as the venue; the Ricoh is a
well established venue which is centrally
located and which lends itself to multiple format presentations/exhibitions.
The Ricoh Arena boasts three on-site car parks with a total of 2,000 spaces
available to visiting guests. There is also a hotel on site – Double Tree by Hilton.
Speaker and exhibitor opportunities are available (contact conference@
matsgroup.info) and tickets can be purchased from the MATS website matsgroup.info
Please get in early to avoid disappointment as a number of exhibitors have
been confirmed already including Nationwide Platforms; Total Access; Harken;
Heightec ; Spanset; Straightpoint; Maser Comms; Ridgegear; Elev8 Platforms;
Link Microtek; DPMS; Access Resue & Height Ltd, XI Training, NLG Tool
Tethering and Abaris International.
Whilst arrangements for the event are well underway, you can also still influence
the agenda so please let us know if there is a particular topic that you would like
to see covered.

Since the last newsletter we have pushed
on with the planning for the 2019 MATS
Conference and have established a
headline sponsor, venue and several
excellent exhibitors already! With regards,
the headline sponsor - you can read more
about them within this newsletter but from
a personal perspective I was privileged to
be allowed on the mast with some of their
riggers during the landing of a TV antenna
in the Northeast of England recently…an
experience I will not forget. Whilst clearly
a great photo opportunity there was an
important purpose to this. It is essential
that those within the industry that plan
work at height, put climbers to work or
otherwise ‘own’ the risk, keep grounded
(for want of a better word) in respect of
how work is actually done. There should be
no disconnect between how we imagine
work takes place to how it is actually done
and I would encourage you to take any
opportunity to get away from the desk and
do this! None climbers can still get a great
perspective on things by observing from
ground level and talking to the climbers
about their challenges.
You have really engaged with the MATS
photo competition and we have had some
great entries - please keep them coming.
I think it is partly down to the photos that
our followers on Linkedin will number about
1000 people by the end of the year - a
target achieved a good 12 months ahead
of plan, so thank you!
We are obviously moving into the winter
period now and whilst not strictly climbing/
RF safety, our transient workers will be
greatly affected so we given over much of
the newsletter to keeping safe in inclement
conditions, including whilst driving.
As ever, we welcome your feedback on this
newsletter and anything else MATS related
and we can be contacted at
enquiries@matsgroup.info
Keep Safe,
Alan Trueman
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MATS GROUP PHOTO
COMPETITION
The group launched a photo competition a few months ago and you
have really engaged with it; the photos submitted are fantastic and
demonstrate the diverse environments in which our colleagues work.
The closing date for entries is 31st March 2019 and the winner will be
announced at the MATS Conference at the Ricoh Arena on 24th April 2019.

INDUSTRY
ENGAGEMENT
Part of our strategy at MATS is to
create collaborative links with other
relevant industry bodies.
Whilst much of the work in our industry
does and always will involve an
element of climbing, it is important
that we recognise the requirements
of the work at height hierarchy and
avoid work at height where possible
and where it is necessary, work from
platforms.
To this end, we have been working
with the International Powered Access
Federation (IPAF) to keep abreast of
innovations in the MEWP/cherrypicker
space and to ensure that operators
understand the risks of working
on telecommunications/broadcast
infrastructure. This collaboration with
IPAF, led by Guy Bolton of BT, led to
MATS presenting at two IPAF Continual
Professional Development (CPD)
events for IPAF instructors in October/
November.
The main points covered were:• Climbing training standards
• Tool tethering
• Radio-Frequency Safety
This collaboration will drive greater
awareness around these issues and
can only benefit both industries from a
safety perspective.

All-Party
Parliamentary Group
An APPG for Work at Height was
established earlier in 2018 to improve
work at height safety standards
across all industries.
For further details and the competition rules please go to
matsgroup.info/home/mats-photo-competition-gallery/
To see more stunning photos that have been submitted please go to
www.linkedin.com/company/mats-group/

MATS Training

The transition to the EUSR for training review and approval is likely to be
delayed until the new year as we feel we need to consult with our existing
training providers before launch (an open day will be set up at EUSR in
Solihull in the next couple of months). In the meantime, the status quo
reigns. Training providers who were previously Arqiva ‘Approved’ and who
have adapted their climbing and rescue course to reflect MATS requirements
can continue to use the MATS logo on their certificates.
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The group that is chaired by Glasgow
Central MP Alison Thewliss and is
sponsored by PASMA, issued a survey
to industry in 2018 designed to illicit
opinions on how work at height
accidents could be further reduced.
MATS and others in the industry
responded and invitations were issued
to attend the first hearing of the
report (Preventing Serious Injuries and
Fatalities While Working at Height)
in the Palace of Westminster on 11th
December. Unfortunately this hearing
has been postponed due to the
meaningful vote on Brexit which has
been planned for the same day. MATS
will report back once the hearing has
taken place.

New and Revised Guidance

Driving in
Winter Weather
On Sunday 28th October the clocks
went back 1 hour signalling the start
of worsening weather such as rain,
ice, snow and fog, this coupled with it
starting to turn dark when people are
driving to and from work means that we
all need to be extra vigilant when getting
behind the wheel.
In addition at this time of year, driving
conditions can be affected by low lying sun
so during this period there is a higher risk
of Motor Vehicle Incidents (MVIs).

WINTER IS COMING!

Those responsible for managing and carrying out work at height must ensure it is
properly planned and as we move into the winter period the use of appropriate tools
to determine the impact of weather is especially important. The following is a useful
tool for all climbers/managers:-

www.metoffice.gov.uk/services/public-sector/hazardmanager/help-centre.
Something else that should be considered is the dangers associated with driving in
winter, especially when driving long distances

Please remember to drive to the weather
and road conditions. In the UK more people
are killed and injured on the road because
of darker evenings in the autumn and
winter.
Remember to be safe whilst driving and be
aware of the changing weather conditions.
Please refer to the safety guidance note
and severe weather escalation information
included in this week’s pack which gives
details on preparing sites for winter
working and general information should
inclement weather affect your sites.
Following these simple tips will help
ensure we all get “home safe every day”
throughout the winter months
The body will have to make slight
adjustments because a lot of our hormones
and behaviour - sleep, hunger, energy
levels, even immune responses - are driven
by our natural circadian rhythms, which in
turn are influenced by the day/night cycle.
Effects on health should be short lived,
however even if the clocks going back
haven’t caused you serious physical affects,
your may feel tired and it may be bringing
down your mood.
Tips to beat the winter blues:

Do you know the Standards
of vision for driving?
As seen in the news recently, UK drivers are being urged to test their eyesight
after a DVLA survey suggested 50% of motorists were not aware of the
minimum standards needed for a licence.

• Keep active
• Get outside and get as much daylight
as you can
• Keep warm – being cold might make
you more depressed
• Eat healthily – to give you more
energy

Drivers must be able to read (with glasses or contact lenses, if necessary) a number
plate from 20m (65ft) away*

• See the light - Some people find light
therapy effective for seasonal
depression

But the agency’s survey found only half of drivers knew about the eye test and used it
to regularly self-check, as they are legally required to do.

• Take up a new hobby

Those who do not pass the test should visit an optician, a DVLA doctor said.
Learner drivers must pass the eye test as part of their practical exam - and are then
legally obliged to ensure their sight remains good enough to drive thereafter.
* Five car lengths is said to roughly match the 20m distance.

• See your friends and family –
socialising is good for mental health
• Seek help if you feel persistently
low – you might be suffering from SAD
Seasonal affective disorder
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MATS Conference
Sponsor

We are very pleased to announce that Virtua Communications
Infrastructure will be sponsoring the 2019 MATS Conference. MATS are
a not for profit organisation and therefore we depend on sponsor and
exhibitor engagement and support to be able to put on a professional
and worthwhile event.

Virtua are a leading provider
of bespoke communications
infrastructure services to the
telecoms, broadcast, data and
wireless industries. Whatever your
communications engineering
problem, they can help. From
the initial survey, to design,
installation and through to test
and optimisation - Virtua provide
their customers with a complete
turn key solution. Virtua experts
have extensive experience in
their respected fields and as a
company they have been involved
in landmark infrastructure projects –
from new hospitals, to armed forces
locations, stadiums, multi-storey
offices and broadcast sites

MATS Group
Members
MATS members include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air-wave Motorola Solutions
Arqiva
Babcock
BT
Cellnex Telecom (Shere)
CTIL
EE
KCOM Group
MoD
NATS
National Crime Agency
Network Rail Telecom
O2 Telefonica
Shared Access
SPYDER
Wireless Infrastructure Group (WIG)
Vodafone

Newsletter
Look out for the next MATS Group
newsletter in Spring 2019 and if
you have any articles for inclusion
please email steve@ab700.co.uk

Useful Links
National Register of RF Workers:
www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/
activity/mds/projects/HaPS/IOEM/
rf-register/index.aspx
IOSH Communications
and Media Group:
www.iosh.co.uk/Membership/
Our-membership-network/
Our-Groups Communicationsand-Media-Group.aspx

Follow us on
The MATS Group may be
contacted by email at:
enquiries@matsgroup.info.

www.linkedin.com/company/
mats-group
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